
MINO PIMATCIWIN:
GOOD LIVING 

Successes
• Thirty eight families signed up to create a vegetable 

garden, raspberry patch and potato garden.
• People attended monthly garden preparation meetings 

over the winter and each family spent at least one hour 
a week in the garden during the summer.

• Events were held to encourage community involvement 
such as a birdhouse competition, a grand opening 
ceremony and a preserving workshop.

• The gardens produced bountiful crops with large, 
healthy vegetables.  

From community participants: 

• “We had fun in the kitchen learning to can the 
vegetables.”  — Gardener, Age 32

• “The excitement of seeing new plants and learning the 
difference between vegetables and weeds…”   
— Gardener, Age 30

• “I learned that chard and beets are really good for 
diabetics. I learned how to cook them and [I] really love 
beet tops.”   — Gardener, Age 63

The Opaskwayak Cree Nation is along Saskatchewan and Pasqua Rivers in Treaty 5 territory and has 5,700 
members – 3,200 living on reserve.  Despite the population, there are only 20 members over the age of 68. For 
tens of thousands of years the Opaskwaya Inniniwak were a healthy active nation with sustainable hunting and 
fishing and many small gardens. In the early 1900s the community was forcibly relocated to an area with hard 
clay soil and little topsoil. The reserve “pass” system restricted mobility, hunting, fishing and trapping. In the 
1960s a Manitoba Hydro dam flooded traplines, changed migration of wildlife and fish, and changed waterways 
making it increasingly difficult to access traditional food. Residential Schools further disrupted the community 
connection to language, culture and traditional food knowledge. Processed and imported foods have, for 
the most part, replaced wild meat, fish, fowl and berries. Food security is a significant concern with many 
community members living below the poverty line; 65% of the community is diabetic or in poor health, and 
many rely on medication for treatment of chronic illness.

LOCATION: Opaskwayak Cree Nation, Manitoba

OBJECTIVE:  Return to sustainable, healthy foods and lifestyles through establishing a community garden.

Challenges
• The chosen site had a clay base that required significant 

site preparation.

Next steps (from community participants)
• “We need to…space the seeds further apart and thin 

the plants sooner.”
• “People really like beets. Next year we need to plant 

more.”
• “Next year we need more recipes and lessons on salad 

making.”
• “Let’s work with schools so more kids get involved.”
• “The garden has been good for all of us. Let’s make it 

even bigger and better for next year.”
• “It’s good for the Elders to get moving again…”

Organizations involved
Kinanaskohtmitinan: Many thanks to Opaskwayak Cree 
Nation Chief and Council and Paskwayak Business 
Development, OCN Parks and Recreation, Northern 
Healthy Food Initiatives and MB Hydro.

Step 1: Wahwayneekaniwak
Starting over, preparing Nistum

Step 2: Ehkistiganiwak
Planting and seeding

Step 4: Ehmoo nyekaniwak
Harvesting

Step 3: Neetawiginah
Growing
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